FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
aspects it is really artificial.1 The French nation is in fact made
up of at least twenty distinct nations with clearly marked
characteristics. So large a nation holds together only by force.
Remove the support given by the army to the administrative
and police systems and France will relapse into Federalism.2
The whole conception of national sovereignty was to him as
misleading as that of State sovereignty. He saw in this claim
to " freedom " but another factor of war : it seemed to him to
be upheld neither in law nor in history, and to be quite irrelevant
to the real freedom of the people who make up the nation, as
well as being liable to create more noise than real solid result.
These views brought him into sharp conflict with public
opinion over two of its idols, the causes of Italian and Polish
independence. He complained bitterly in 1859 how "those
so-called Republicans and Democrats were prepared to support
a despot in the name of a war of Italian * liberation ' and how
all detested him for criticizing that war." 3 As to Poland, " go
and talk to her of freedom, equality, philosophy, economic
revolution by all means : help her to get constitutional, political
and civil liberty, and thus prepare her for that more radical
change that will involve the disappearance of great states and
all those baseless distinctions of nationality. But don't come
and talk to us of those * reconstitutions of nationalities * which
are really only a retrogression, a game by which a band of
schemers, in the pay of France and Italy, try and create a
diversion from the social revolution. To trouble about anything
else is to play the game of despots and to hurl Europe towards
a Hoi stein-Bonaparte domination, through wars and massacres
which will crush for centuries what remains in Europe of
freedom of mind. . . . What is really happening is the attempt
to drown once more the labour problem in blood—that's the
only real success of that arch-rioter Garibaldi." 4
1 " Ce que M. Morin appelle avec tant d'autres ' nationalite' est le produit
de la politique bien plus que de la nature; et la politique ayant £te jusqu'a ce
jour aussi fautive que les gouvernements dont elle est le verbe, quelle faveur
puis-je accorder aux nationalites sorties de ses mains? " (Du Principeftdtratif,
III., chap. vL),	* France et RMn.
3 Letter, 14th. March 1859.	4 Letter, 2ist April 1861.
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